ABOUT US

Rob’s Dogs started unofficially in 2013 when Rob’s widow visited Bali & was
deeply disturbed by the neglect and abuse of street dogs there.
In early 2014 Rebecca moved to Bali to volunteer with an animal
rescue/sanctuary based there. It was during her time in Bali that Rebecca
realized that the root of all the problems was unwanted animals – if we could
sterilize more animals, then less animals would be born to suffer lives of neglect
on the streets. Rebecca focused most of her efforts during this time on running
a sterilization program.
She stayed in Bali until mid 2016, when she moved with her rescue dog to the
small island of Koh Samui in Thailand.
We have decided to formalize the work that Rebecca has been doing with her
time & the money left from Rob’s estate by creating Rob’s Dogs.
Rob’s Dogs will fund-raise and disburse funds to groups working to rehabilitate
abandoned, sick/injured animals that are either mistreated/abused or
abandoned/homeless, including emergency medical care and performing free
sterilizations for street animals around the world.

A message from our
founder

Our second year as an official charity has been really challenging. We saw
Australia ravaged by drought and bushfires, then we saw the whole world fall
into economic collapse over the Covid lockdown. This had a huge impact on
our work, donations came to a standstill and the hug restrictions placed upon
international travel means no volunteers for our projects in Bali and Thailand.
Despite the challenges of the past financial year we have managed to expand
our work to help even more animals. I would like to personally thank all of our
board, our volunteers and supporters for making it such a successful year. We
started a sterilizing program on Koh Samui, which has been very successful.
We continued our Bali sterilization program which just gets bigger and better
each month. We started working with Sawan Maa a lovely horse sanctuary
located on Koh Samui. We helped Happy Tails pay their rent for the next year.
We started working with Samui Elephant Haven, a truly ethical sanctuary on
Koh Samui.
We have big plans for 2020-21 so please join us for our journey to facilitate
compassionate treatment of all animals.

The year in review
Despite the challenges of the last 6 month we have had a busy
year with many successes!
We have partnered with groups in Nepal, Bali and Thailand to
perform free sterilizations of street dogs and cats , we have
supported some small groups who were struggling financially and
fundraised on their behalf. We have diversified into helping
Elephants , Horses & Ponies.

The year ahead
We are looking forward to 2020-21. We will continue to expand
the work that we do to help more animals - any animal, anywhere,
that is suffering.
We are looking at opening a dedicated sterilization clinic on Koh
Samui that could serve the whole province and save millions of
lives.
We are excited about the future of Rob’s Dogs.

Sterilizations
Rob's Dogs partnered with three groups on the ground running
sterilizations for street and rescue dogs and cats.
Pro-Steril Indonesia, Rob’s Dogs Thailand, and Dogs Cat Rescue
Foundation Samui (DCRS).

186 Female dogs sterilized
58 Female cats sterilized
12,462,000
Unwanted births prevented

New partnerships
SAWAN MAA:Sabrina grew up in the countryside of Germany

with lots of animals around. When she moved to Koh Pha Ngan
in Thailand with her daughter she quickly found herself called
to start rescuing dogs living in neglect on the island.
Horses and Ponies have long been her passion and she couldn’t
turn a blind eye to the way horses were being treated on the
island. First she rescued one pony that was tied by the side of
the road in the heat without shelter or water and her group
grew from there.
Sabrina and her daughter have since moved their troupe to
Koh Samui but Sabrina still works and rescues on Koh Pha
Ngan. Sabrina funds her rescue work and sanctuary from her
Business My Healthy Me, but is frequently short of funds to
keep the sanctuary running well. She is open to receiving
donations of the following: Food, Money, Medication, Horse
Equipment, Fencing materials, Dog and Cat treatments.

$1,615
Raised for Sawan Maa

New partnerships
SAMUI ELEPHANT HAVEN: Maew Suriya, gives an insight into his personal journey that led to the creation of this extraordinary
reserve for rescued elephants.
“At the age of seven, some 30 years ago, my parents moved from the Surin Province to run a circus. Even from this young age, it
was my dream to create a sanctuary for elephants – a real haven for them to live out their lives happily and roaming free.
For many generations, my family has worked with elephants, and it was always my vision to give elephants a happy life. I trained
as an accountant but always felt that something was missing. I was fortunate enough to visit Lek Chailert at Elephant Nature
Park; this is where I believed that my dream was possible. That visit was the inspiration behind Samui Elephant Haven.
We opened Samui Elephant Haven in August 2018 and since opening, we have achieved so much. To date, we have rescued 14
elephants from across Thailand and from the tourist-trekking industry. The elephants living at Samui Elephant Haven previously
endured stressful lives. With that life behind them, these lucky elephants are now free to express their natural instincts without
fear – interacting with each other in beautiful natural surroundings, foraging on native plants, and playing together in their
custom-built and natural pools and mud pits. Visitors to the sanctuary, experience meaningful encounters with these magnificent
animals in an environment where they are respected, and revered.
I chose love over money
Samui Elephant Haven does not offer bathing with elephants; not only is this behaviour cruel, but it doesn’t allow the elephants
to play without restrictions, as they would in nature.
A day at the Haven is always busy. Elephants eat for up to 18 hours a day, so a lot of food has to be provided. As herbivores,
elephants consume grasses, tree foliage, bark, twigs, and other vegetation daily; not to mention bananas, juicy watermelon and
coconuts. An elephant will drink almost 200 litres of water a day – that is like a bathtub full of water! With this amount of food,
you can imagine the amount of cleaning that goes with it. The mahouts spend their days with their elephants ensuring that they
are safe and cared for. Restaurant staff prepare delicious vegetarian lunches and dinners for our hungry guests. Drivers provide
transfers to and from the hotels and other lodging facilities. Rescues are planned, enclosures are built, elephant behaviours are
studied, and footage for social media is taken — all of this plus the usual commitments of running a busy office.
At Samui Elephant Haven, we offer two tours a day: one in the morning and one in the afternoon. I try to welcome all of the
guests personally. We serve refreshments upon arrival, and there is a little talk about the safety aspects that guests need to be
aware of, a short educational video which gives an insight into unethical trekking and other practices and the reason why we
rescue so many gentle giants. The guides provide detailed explanations to elephant behaviour and chat with the guests; they are
always available to answer any questions.
By merely visiting Samui Elephant Haven, guests are helping. Visitors enable us to continue running the sanctuary and rescuing
more elephants. We have a gift shop where guests can purchase items that have been ethically sourced and produced on the
island.
My plan and dream is to buy land so that we have complete security for our ever-growing herds; to continue to educate people
about ethical tourism and to say “no” to trekking and bathing and to always continue to rescue poorly treated elephants.
We are motivated by a desire to free elephants from a hard life working in antiquated forms of elephant tourism and provide a
caring home where the elephants can recover from the trauma of their past, and live in nature with peace and dignity.
Guests visiting Samui Elephant Haven have the opportunity of feeding these gentle giants and observing their spontaneous
behaviour. Elephants play together in their pools and mud pit. They communicate with each other using both sounds and their
trunks, forage for food and roam through the tropical grounds. Our goal is simple – to provide a happy, loving home for our herd
of rescued elephants where visitors can come and experience the majesty of these remarkable animals in nature.”

$767
Raised for Samui Elephant Haven

New Projects
SAMUI STERILIZATION:
Managed by Rob’s Dogs Thailand our
on the ground group. It’s run by
volunteers living on Koh Samui, it’s a
very small grass roots movement
operating without overheads and
relying on donations of time, money
and supplies. They focus mainly on
sterilizing and try to run a community
sterilization day every month,
sterilizing 15 animals, focusing on
female cats and dogs, they are fully
self funded in the project at this
time, as such they can only run
sterilization days when they have
money.

PAWS WITH A CAUSE:
A long term sponsorship program
that seeks to place vulnerable
street dogs with low income Thai
and Myanmarese families.
The families agree to take in a
street dog, we supply the food
for the dog, medical care and
other essential items, AND the
family gets a small monthly
financial donation as a thank you
– helping them to buy food for
themselves. WIN-WIN.

Media exposure
We had our very first
Newspaper article published
on 26th May 2020. The Samui
Times wrote a great article
about our Paws with a Cause
program.
We also had our very first
Magazine article published on 9th
October 2019. The West End
wrote a lovely article on us and
our E-cookbook: “I Can’t believe
it’s Vegan”

115% Increase in followers year on year up 400+
followers

26% Increase in followers year on year up 50+
followers
No change year on year
No change year on year

Financial Reporting
The generosity of our supporters has helped us sterilize

361 animals this financial year.

We depend on the
generosity of our donors to help us fulfill our mission to
relive the suffering of animals worldwide.
Total Donations/income $39,001 AUD

Income

Amount AUD

Interest on Investment

$1,506

Donations (Individuals & Business)

$37,486

Merchandise Sales

$8

Most non-profit councils and advocate groups recommend
maintaining a prudent reserve. The guidelines on this are
loose, ranging from a minimum of 3 months operating costs
to up to two years of operating costs. Given the economic
impact of Covid we feel more strongly than ever that a
robust reserve is essential to ensuring the survival of Rob’s
Dogs. We currently keep $31,000 AUD in prudent reserve,
and allow the interest earned on that money to be paid out
each month and used for our ongoing projects (primarily
sterilizations). This prudent reserve is sourced from Rob’s
Estate, not supporter donations.
Current Prudent Reserve (invested) $31,000 AUD

Financial Reporting cont…
Expenses

Amount AUD

Advertising/Marketing

$495

Bank Fees

$75

Foster Fees

$37

General Donations to Groups

$35,385

Legal Fees

$72

Office Supplies

$23

Postage/Delivery

$165

Sterilization Donations to groups

$6,501

Travel Expenses

$99

Website

$249

Most of bank fees are a result of PayPal & Stripe fees,
both PayPal and stripe offer a fee discount for
registered charities, we also have PayPal charity account
which charges no fees at all so we encourage donations
to be made via our PayPal charity account to reduce the
burden of fees.
General Donations included $21,669 for the completion
of the Pariah Road, $9,215 to Terri’s Happy Hounds,
$1,615 for building works at Sawan Maa and $767 for
Samui Elephant Haven to help feed the elephants during
Covid.

